
JOHN AND AL’S   
FRIDAY,  JANUARY 19, 1973 

 
Friday 5:30 PM   Signal 10-30  Silent alarm 927 B’way 90 Pct. 

RMP 90 PO’s Lik & Brady respond owner signals store closed. Call 
for backup. ESU responds.     
5:42 pm       Perps exit side door on Melrose with Sam Rosenberg as 
shield. They shoot at police. PO Jose Adorno, hit in arm 
Rosenberg rescued, one perp hit in stomach. They retreat back into 
store 

 INTELL 12 Hostages in store. 
 
6:10 PM  Perps. open fire Hit ESU PO Steve Gilroy who was looking out  

from El Pillar. PO Frank Carpentier moves RMP to shield Gilroy,  
Vehicle is shot at hits Carpentier in leg. ESU  fire cover barrage, 
rescue officer. NO OTHER P.D. SHOTS FIRED AFTER THAT 

 Perimeters established. 
7:05 PM  Emergency Rescue Vehicle Ambulance requested to evacuate 
 Police and civilians trapped on street and in stores across from 927 

B”wayCommand Post set up 921 Bway (Real Estate office) Three 
other C.P.s would be established ( Det., ESU, Patrol opposite end of 
block) 

8:00 PM  F/20 Hostage released after bullhorn requests to establish contact 
 Telephones had been pulled out. She brought out verbal message that 

the hostages would be killed if perps were not allowed to escape. 
9:00 PM  Perps request a Doctor. Told to come out, Doctor available. 
9:05 PM  ERV arrives used to rescue pinned down Officers and civilians 
 from behind cars and pillars, then civilians in stores opposite and 
          adjacent. Perps fired volley after volley at ERV 40 shots taken 
 (ERV had psychological value as well, Perps always got preoccupied 
 with it) 
 
SATURDAY - JANUARY 20, 1973 
12:50AM Another hostage released with note ref to Allah and Muslims to 

unite. Wanted food and medical attention. 
4:00 AM  Rev Roy Brown, local church from ERV, No response. 
4:40 AM,  Three Muslim Ministers respond at request of PD. From ERV 
say that one wants to come inside. Flash store lights twice if OK. They admit 
him. 5 minutes later he exits. They say they are willing to die for Allah. 
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7:35AM  Public utilities at scene. Decision not to cut power. 
 
8:00 A.M.  Comm Ben Ward at scene with large number of Black and 

 Hispanic Officers to mingle with crowd and insure correct info to  
People. 

9:25 A.M.  Same three Muslim Ministers again in ERV try to establish  
contact with perps. No response. 

10:30 AM  Associate of Dr Thomas Matthew. Dir. Interfaith Hosp. Head of  
NEGRO ( National Economic Growth & Reconstruction 
Organization) and a long time critic of Police, offers his assistance. 

11:15 AM Walkie-Talkie ( mayor’s frequency) placed at doorway to replace  
Bull horn that was given earlier. Hostage ( Rico ) picks it up. 

11:40 AM  Comm Ward makes contact with hostage inside store via walkie 
 talkie he asks to speak with a perp. The walkie-talkie thrown from 

 store. 
2:45 PM  Two Lawyers Sanford Katz and Gerald Lefcourt ( defense lawyers 

 for  Black militants) in ERV. Offer to represent them meets with 6  
 shots at ERV . They urge Perps to pick up walkie-talkie to be placed 
 there again. When ERV backs away the again send a hostage to pick 
 it up. 
3:15 PM  Radio contact made with gunmen. Repeat demands for food and 

 medical supplies. Told them they will receive answer in ½ hour. 
3:45 PM Told food and cigarettes would be in front of store in ½ hour 
 medical supplies when they came out. 
4:00 PM Dr Matthew arrives volunteers medical aid. 

4:35 PM Perps told Dr Matthew present, and to bring out wounded 
perp. They offer release of one hostage if Dr Matthew comes in and 
treats wounded perp and that they would release him. After great 
consideration the CO, OK’s deal 

5:05 PM Dr Matthew enters store, third hostage released. Dr. stays for 40 
 minutes and when he exits he has names and telephone numbers of 9 
remaining hostages. 

5:30 PM  Food and cigarettes left in front of store 
6:30 PM Think Tank (Planning Command Post) established at 90 Pct all 

 levels of city government, FBI, airports, outside Psychiatrists, etc  
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contacted. Looked into every possible contingency. Direct  radio line 
and telephone line established with to Command Post. 

 
8:00 PM Dr Matthew reenters store with Orange juice and Medical supplies 
 nurse not admitted. 
 
8:40 PM  Nurse admitted to store, she carried field phone. Batteries on 

 Walkie – talkie draining. 
 
11:10 PM  Dr. Matthew and nurse exit store with information that wounded 

 perp is dehydrating and has fever. He also has a note with Arabic  
letters telling all oppressed people to fight their oppressors. Gunman 
told Dr. that they had killed the P.O. in retaliation for the wounding of 
their commrade. 

 
SUNDAY  JANUARY  21, 1973 
 

No telephone conversation during the night 
 
3:00 AM.   Barbed wire placed on Melrose off Broadway to prevent escape  
 of perps . 
4:00AM   Aviation Unit requested take aerial photos ASAP 
7:45AM  Gunman fire nine shots from store. Stores across street and 

 abandoned RMP hit, no injuries. Calls to perps not answered. 
9:00- 11:30 AM,  Think tank considers,  tunneling, wrecking ball, tear gas, 

 explosive entry.  ESU starts moving tunneling equipment into 
 basement of furniture store. 

11:00AM.  Dr. Matthew and Nurse enter with medical supplies, treat 
 wounded gunman.  

11:50 AM. Dr Matthew and Nurse exit store with another letter, essentially 
 the same as before. 

12:45 PM  Jerry Rico a hostage, convinces perps to let the hostages move to 
  dark corner of balcony to be out of the line of fire. ( he remembered  
 a stairway to the roof, used for storage, sealed only by plaster board. 
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12:47 PM  Perps hear Police drilling in basement of furniture store, next 

 door. The perps think the noise is coming from third floor. They are  
distracted and leave hostages and rush up stairs. JerryRicco pulls 
 plaster board away, the hostages rush up other stairs to roof. The are  
confronted by ESU 

 
12:50 PM  A ladder from adjoining roof is lowered. All the hostages escape. 

 Perps cannot reach roof from their stairs because they had barricaded  
that stairwell earlier. They fire a few shoots to no avail 

 
1:10 PM  Five shots fired from building  No effect 
 
1:15 PM  Three shots fired from building, No effect. 
 
1:25 PM  Decision made not to storm building, the following people spoke 

to the perps  from ERV. Comm Ben Ward,  Brooklyn D.A.,  Relative 
of perps, the defense attorneys. 
  

4:42 PM  First perp walks out with hands up and surrenders, The other two 
 follow, carrying wounded perp on a cot. Waiting Detectives took  
them into custody to 90 Pct 

 
 4:45 PM  WILLIANSBURG SEIGE OVER. 


